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Abstract. We prove that Hp(Wq~sws1) is an interpolation space of exponent

s between Hp(w0) and If(wi) if and only if log(wi/w0) is in BMO. If

logiu^/iuo) fails to be in BMO, HP(w^~swsi) can still be an interpolation

space, provided the range of w has sufficiently large gaps.

Introduction

The first theorem on the interpolation of linear operators is due to Riesz

[Ri], who showed that if F is a linear operator that is continuous from LPaip)

to LPoip) and from Lp'ip) to Lp,ip), then it is continuous from LPip) to

Lpip), for all 1 < po < p < p\ < oo. Many interpolation theorems have

been proved since then; we mention only a result of Stein [St] that allows the

measure to change: if T is continuous from Lpiwop) to Lpiwop), and from

LPiwip) to Lpiui\p), then it is continuous from Lpiw0l~sw\p) to itself, for

every 0 < s < 1.

In this paper we consider the question of when linear operators defined

and continuous on two weighted Hardy spaces must also be continuous on

some other interpolating weighted Hardy space. By a weight we shall always

mean a nonnegative measurable function w on the unit circle that satisfies

/T | \ogiw)\da < oo, where a is a normalised Lebesgue measure. If w is also

integrable, the weighted Hardy space Hpiw) is the closure in Lpiwa) of the

(analytic) polynomials, for 1 < p < oo . This is isometrically isomorphic to the

space ^77^, where Hp is the classical Hardy space (i.e., w = 1), y/ is the

outer function with modulus w~xlp , and the norm of y/f in y/Hp is defined

to be the norm of / in 77p (see [Ga] for the definition of an outer function).

For an arbitrary weight, one can always find such an outer function (because

of the log-integrability assumption), and so we define Hpiw) to be y/Hp . For

simplicity, we shall always assume that p > 1 .

Given any two Banach spaces Ao and X\ that are 'compatible', in the sense

of both being continuously embedded in some topological vector space, there

are two principal ways of defining a family of intermediate spaces Xs such that

any linear operator that is continuous from X0 to Ao and from X{ to X{ is
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also continuous from Xs to Xs, 0 < s < 1 : these are the so-called real and

complex methods (see [BL] for details). Most interpolation theorems are proved

by showing that the desired space is isomorphic to one of these A/s. Both these

methods have the property that the norm of an operator T on Xs is less than or

equal to IITH^HrH^ . By analogy with Stein's theorem, one might expect that

the space HpiwQl~swf) would be isomorphic to an interpolation space between

Hpiwo) and Hpiw\) obtained by one of these methods. In §1 we prove that

this is true if and only if log(u;i/u;o) is in the space BMO of functions of

bounded mean oscillation (see [Ga] for a definition of BMO). If \o%iw\/wo)

is not in BMO, we show that Hpiw^~sw\) is not an interpolation space of

exponent s (i.e., it does not satisfy II Tl^,-^, < C\\T\\x-,,s(Wo)\\T\\sHP(Wi) for

all linear operators bounded on both Hpiwo) and Hpiw\)).
In §2 we give an example of a weight w whose logarithm is not in BMO,

but such that H2isfw) is an interpolation space between 772 and H2iw). The

example is a step function—such an example is necessary, as this behaviour

cannot occur if the essential range of log(w) does not have large gaps (for

example if the sizes of the components of the complement are bounded).

In §3 we consider the question of when, for any fixed Banach space Y, the

continuity of a linear map T from 77p(u;0) to Y and from Hpiw\) to Y

implies the continuity of T from HpÍWq~sw\) to Y. The answer is that this

holds if and only if Hpiw0l~sw\) is contained in Hpíwq) + Hpiw\). We show

that this fails if Wy/wo has one-sided limits of zero and infinity at the same

point.

In §4 we apply the positive result of §1 to a problem raised in [DMCC],

namely, determining which Toeplitz operators are bounded on H2i\e'e - 1|).

This was the problem that originally inspired this paper.

We remark that there is another, nonequivalent, way of defining weighted

Hardy spaces; for details, and for interpolation theorems proved for these

spaces, see [ST].

1

Let us fix weights Wo and W\ , a real number p > 1, and a number 5 strictly

between 0 and 1. Any interpolation theorem between Hpíwq) and Hpiw\)

will depend only on the quotient w = Wi/wq , so we shall assume that Wo — I,
wy = w . For every positive real number t, define a pair of outer functions ut

and vt by requiring that their moduli on the circle be given almost everywhere

by

(11) \utie'e)\= mini!, twHei6)),

\vtiei6)\ = min(l, l/tw^e'6)).

The solution of the interpolation problem depends on whether one can find a

positive uniform lower bound on |m/(z)|-)-|üí(z)| as z ranges over the unit disk

D ; the following lemma asserts that the bound exists only if \o%iw) is in BMO.

Lemma 1.2. Let ut and v, be defined as above. There exists c > 0 such that

\utiz)\ + \v¡iz)\ > c for all z in D and all t > 0 if and only if log(iw) is in
BMO.
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Proof. By [Ga, p. 225], \ogiwp)  fails to be in BMO if and only if, for any
M > 0, there exists z in D such that

Pzid) dcrid) > M,(1.3)        / \ogiwHeie))- f \ogiwpie^))Pzi<l>)da{4>)
Jt Jt

where 7JZ(-) is the Poisson kernel for z. The integral in (1.3) remains un-

changed if w is replaced by tw; choose / so that JlogitwPÍe'e))Pzi6)dai6)

is zero. Then

log|Mí(z)|=/       x logitwHeie))Pz{0)dff(d)<-¥-
J{6:twP(e'e)<\} ¿

and

log|u,(z)| = - /       L logitwHeie))Pzid)d
J {8 : tw p (eie)>\)

So (1.3) implies the existence of t > 0 such that \ut{z)\ + \v,iz)\ < 2e~M/2.
The converse follows from a similar argument.    D

How small u and v can be made simultaneously controls the norm of the

inclusion map from Hpiws) into Hp + Hpiw) (if the former space is not

contained in the latter, we shall say the norm of the inclusion is infinite).

Lemma 1.4. Let U\ and V\ be as in (1.1). Suppose there is a point z in D

suchthat |wi(z)|í-|-|'Vi(z)|1~5 < e. Then the norm of the inclusion from Hpiws)

into Hp + Hpiw) is at least (1 - e)/e.

Proof. Suppose the norm of the embedding is C, so any / in Hpiws) can be

written as g + h , with

:i.5)

Writing

\g\\HP + \\h\\„P{w)<C\\f\\HP

F = f(^ G = g,

(W)-

H = h

(1.5) is equivalent to saying that, for any F in 77^ of norm one, there exist

G, H in 77" , with ||G|| + ||77|| < C, and satisfying

\uj \uj

Now,

(1.6)

|G(z)| < exp yiog\Gieie)\Pzid)d<JÍ6)

< exp / logi\v\ieie)Fieie)\ + \vxiew)Hieie)\)Pzid)daid)
J{8:\v,(e'0)\<l}

<

+ [ \og\Gieie)\Pzid)daid)
J{8 : \vde'e)\ = l}

Vl(z)|iexp [^log(|F(e'e)| + \Hie'e)\ + \Gieie)\)Pzi6)daid)  .
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So if Miz, p) is the maximum value an 77p function of norm one can attain

at z, (1.6) asserts that

|G(z)| < |||F| + |G| + \H\\\Miz, p)\v,iz)\s < (C + l)A/(z, p)\vxiz)\s.

Similarly, |77(z)| < (C + l)A/(z, p)|w1(z)|1"1, so

(1.7) |F(z)| < (C + l)Miz,p)i\utizW + \Viiz)\l~s).

Letting F be that function that attains the value A7(z, p) at z, (1.7) and the

hypothesis of the lemma imply that C is at least (1 - e)/e, as desired.   □

We can now prove that log-convex interpolation is possible if and only if

log(ii;) is in BMO.

Theorem 1.8. Let weights Wo and W\ be given, and let 0 < s < I. Then

all linear operators T, continuous from Hpiwo) to Hpiwo) and from Hpiw\)

to Hpiw\), extend to be continuous from Hpiw01~swsl) to HpiwQ~swf), and

satisfy \\T\\HP{w>o-sws}<C\\T\\^/{wJ\T\\sHP{w¡yfor some constant C independent

of T, if and only if \ogiw\/wo) is in BMO.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume w0 = 1 and W\—w.
To prove sufficiency, we can show that Hpiws) is isomorphic, under the hy-

pothesis log(i(;) £ BMO, to either the real interpolation space Ks,PiHp, Hpiw))

or the complex interpolation space [77p, 77p(ií;)]s . Both these assertions are

true, but as the complex space is a little simpler, we shall deal with it (see [Ca]

or [BL] for a definition).
Because the complex method gives Lpiwsa) when applied to LP and

Lpiwa), the complex interpolation space between 77p and Hpiwa) must be

contained in Lpiwo), and hence, since all the elements in the interpolation

space are also included in Hp + Hpiws), they must be analytic (in particular in

the Smirnov class) and so the interpolation space is always included in Hpiws).

To get the reverse inclusion, letting y/ be the outer function with modulus

w~xlp , one must find, for any function y/sf in Hpiws), a function F, con-

tinuous on {Ç £ C : 0 < 02(C) < 1} and analytic on the interior of the strip,
that takes values in 77p + Hpiws), on the line {Ç £ C : 92(C) = 0} takes values

in Hp, on the line {C £ C : 52(C) = 1} takes values in 77"(tu), vanishes at

infinity, and satisfies F(s) = y/sf (the values of such functions F at 5 are, by

definition, the elements of the space [Hp , H"iw)]s). The appropriate function

is FiC) = e1- ~s ip^f; this will work if 3(log(^)) is bounded, i.e., if log(ii;) has
a bounded conjugate. Multiplying w by a weight that is bounded above and

below will only affect constants, so this method will work if log(u;) is the sum

of a bounded function and one with bounded conjugate, which is equivalent to

log(iü) being in BMO [Ga, p. 248].
Necessity. Assume log(u;) is not in BMO, and let u, and v, be as in (1.1).

Then Lemmata 1.2 and 1.4 imply that, for any constant K, there exists a / so

that the norm of the inclusion from HpHtpw)s) into Hp + Hp(tpw) is larger

than K. By duality, there is a linear functional A, of norm at most one on

both 77" and Hpitpw), and norm at least K on HpHtpw)s). Now let / be

any nonzero function in 77" nHpiws) nHpiw) (this intersection is dense in all

three spaces). Then the rank-one operator £, i-> A(<C)/ has norm at most ||/||///>
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on 77", at most t\\f\\HP{w) on 77"(w), and at least Kts\\f\\Hf(wS) on Hpiws).

Choosing K larger than CH/llj^H/H^^H/ll;^) yields a contradiction.   D

Remark. The theorem is also true for 0 < p < 1. The necessity argument

remains unchanged; for sufficiency, one can use the real method of interpolation

(see [BL]). To get an upper bound on K{t, f) one solves the corona problem

for ut and vt to get functions Ut and Vt satisfying utUt + vtVt = 1 and

with 11U, 11 and ||F,|| bounded independently of / (this can be done because of

Lemma 1.2). Writing / = u,Utf + vtVtf yields that the quasi-norms of / in
KStPiHp ,H»iw)) and 77"(ws) are equivalent.

When log(i(;) is not in BMO, the interpolation spaces [77" , 77"(u;)]i are still

ones in which the polynomials are dense, evaluation at each point of the disk

is continuous, and the shift is a cyclic contraction. Are the norms equivalent to

ones realisable in some other way, e.g., as the L"(/z)-norm for some measure p
defined on the disk? In general, when is a complex interpolation space between

F2(f0) and P2iv\) naturally isomorphic to some P2ip) (where P2ip) denotes

the closure of the polynomials in L2ip)) ?

Notice that Theorem 1.8 does not prove that, if log(u;) fails to be in BMO,

one cannot get Hpiws) as an interpolation space between 77" and 77"(id),

only that one cannot get Hpiws) as an interpolation space of exponent s. The

method of proof of Theorem 1.8 will yield this stronger conclusion if one can

pick the function / to have norm approximately 1 in 77" , \/t in 77"(u>) and

\/ts in Hpiws). This in turn can be done if there is a set of positive measure

where w is approximately t~p , by choosing / to be a function with modulus

one on this set, and modulus very small on the rest of the circle. For simplicity,

we state this result for one special case:

Porism 1.9. Suppose log(tu) is not in BMO, and the supremum of the diameters

of the bounded components of the complement of the essential range of log(uO

is finite. Then there is a linear operator T, continuous from 77" to 77" and

from Hpiw) to Hpiw), that fails to be continuous from Hpiws) to Hpiws).

The hypotheses are satisfied, for example, by the weight wie'6) = 6, 0 < 6 <

2n.
We note that an indication that it may be possible to interpolate but not with

log-convex bounds is given by considering the simple example of wq being 1

on the upper semicircle, e on the lower semicircle; and W\ being e on the

upper semicircle and 1 on the lower semicircle. It is easy to check that for

any linear operator T, \\T\\HHvm¡j;) < V2max(||r||ff2(t0b), \\T\\Hi(Wi)). It is

also easy to find operators with norms approximately one on both H2ÍWq) and

H2i^/WoW\) and of order e on H2iw\). This behaviour makes the example

in the next section easier to understand.

2

We now give an example of a weight w whose logarithm is not in BMO, but

for which H2i^Jw) is an interpolation space between 772 and H2iw).

Example 2.1. Parametrize the unit circle by 8 going from —nXon. For any

point z in the disk, let coz denote harmonic measure on the circle with respect

to z.
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Define sets Ej and numbers a¡ inductively as follows: Let Fo = We '■ n >

|0| > n/2} and ao = n/2. For each j > 1 , choose a, > 0 so that the set

Ej := {e'e : aj_i > |0| > ctj} has the property that for each z in D, either

coziöilo Ei) < 2~2' or wz(T \ \Ji=0 Et) < 2~2'.

Let w be the weight that is 22' on each Ej ; clearly log(tü) is not in BMO.

Moreover, by choosing a¡ even smaller, if necessary, one can ensure that w is

integrable (or in any desired LP class).

For each j, let w¡ be the weight min(tt), 22;). Notice that

OO j

,=o l

So to prove that every linear operator T continuous from 772 to 772 and

from H2iw) to H2iw) is also continuous from H2iy/w) to itself, it is enough

to prove T is continuous from each H2iWj) to itself, with a bound on the

norm of T independent of j. And this in turn will follow if we can show

that each function / of norm one in 772(u;7) can be written as g + h , with

WgWrn < C/22'     and HAH/^u,) < C for some universal constant C.

Let / be 2~2^    , and let u := u, and v := v, be given by (1.1).

Claim. There is some ô > 0, independent of /, such that

inf{|u(z)| + \viz)\ : z £ D} > S.

Assuming the claim for the moment, one can solve the corona problem for

u and v to get functions U, V in 77°° , with norms less than some constant

C depending only on ô , such that uil + vV = 1. Writing / = uUf + vVf
then yields the desired decomposition.

To prove the claim, pick any point z in D. Either <yz((j/~0' E¡) < 2~2' or,

for all k > j, Wzdjfjo1 Eù Z 2~2", so coziEk) < 2~2k~l for all k>j+l. In
the former case,

7-1

log|M(z)| = £ X-\ogi2)i2'-2')coziEl)
•>-v>2-*i-jV),

;=0

and this is bounded below independently of j . In the latter case,
OO        r . -| OO

log Kz)| = ¿2    7 log(2)(2;' - 2>ziEt)   >J2 2'2"2
iW+i l=J

and this too is bounded below. So the claim is proved.   G

Despite this behaviour, the proof of Theorem 1.8 can be sharpened to yield

the following:
If log(u;) is not in BMO, there exists some constant C > 0 such that, for any

e > 0, there exists a rank-one operator with norm less than C on both H2 and

H2iw), greater than 1 on H2is/w), and less than e on either H2 or H2iw).

3

Suppose Ao and X\ are Banach spaces and A is another Banach space

in which Ao n X\ is dense. Then the following proposition, whose proof is

elementary, holds.
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Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a Banach space. Any linear map T that is continuous

from Ao to Y and from X\ to Y is also continuous from X to Y if and only

if X is continuously embedded in A0 + X\.

Corollary 3.2. All linear functionals continuous on Hpiwo) and Hpiw\) are also

continuous on Hpiw0{~sw\) if and only if, for w = iui/tu0, the functions u\ and

V\ defined in (1.1) form a corona pair, i.e., satisfy infz6D |wi(z)| + |wi(z)| > 0.

Proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 1.4 and Proposition 3.1. To prove suf-

ficiency, observe that u\ and v\~s also form a corona pair, so there are 77°°

functions U and V satisfying u\iz)U iz) + v\~s iz)V iz) = 1. As in Example

2.1, any / in HpiwQx~sw\) can be written as Uu\f+ Vv\~sf, where the first

term is in Hpiwo) and the second is in 77"(u;1).   D

Clearly Lpiy/w^w[) ç L"(u>0) + Lpiw\) ; however, this need not be true if

L" is replaced by 77" , as the following example shows.

Example 3.3. Let wq and W\ be weights that satisfy

lim^l = 0,        lim^!2 = 0.
8La W\iel°) Ota Wq^'0)

Then, for any 0 < s < 1, Hpiw0l~sw\) is not contained in Hpiw0) + 77"(u;i).

Proof. By a theorem of Lindelöf [Ga, p. 92], if an 77°° function has a one-sided

limit of zero on the circle, it also has zero as a radial limit at that point; so both

U\ and Vi will have radial limit zero at e'a and cannot form a corona pair.   D

4

Let miz) — YlT=oa"z" ^e analytic. The Toeplitz operator T-^ is the linear

operator whose action on monomials is given by Tjñizk) — a~ôzk + a¡zk~l +

—h äjt z° . A problem that has been much studied recently is to determine, for

a given weight w (or in general any measure on the circle), exactly which 77°°

functions m give rise to bounded operators F^ on H2iw) (see, e.g., [Sa, LS]).

A Helson-Szegö weight p is one that can be written as eu+i , where u is in

L°° , and v is the conjugate of a function in L°° of norm less than n/2. In

[DMCC, Theorem 2.3], it was proved that if w = \p\2p, where p is a polynomial

and p is Helson-Szegö, then an 77°° function m gives rise to a bounded

operator Tm on H2iw) if and only if m = Tj¡f, for some 772 function /,

where h is the outer function with modulus wll2 on the circle.

This theorem then solves the problem for all weights of the form wie'8) =

\e'e - l\a, where a > -1 is not an odd integer, because \e'e - l\a is Helson-

Szegö for -1 < a < 1 ; using the affirmative part of Theorem 1.8, we can now

almost solve the problem for a an odd integer:

Theorem 4.1. Let wie'e) = \e'8 - l\a, for any a > -1. A necessary condition

that the H°°-function m give rise to a bounded Toeplitz operator Tjñ on H2iw)

is that m — F—r)Q/2/, for some f in H2 ;  a sufficient condition is that m =

T(jz\)iaß)+J', for some e>0 and some f in H2.

Proof. Necessity follows from [DMCC, Proposition 2.2]; sufficiency follows

from  the  theorem  quoted  above,   and  interpolating  between  the  spaces
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772(|e!Ö - l|a+2£) and H2i\eie - 1|Q"2£), which works because log(|e/e - 1|)

is in BMO.     □

How can Theorem 4.1 be improved to one in which the necessary and suffi-

cient conditions coincide?
Toeplitz operators are a special subset of linear operators. For example,

whatever weight w one chooses, if F^ is bounded on H2iw) and 772(¿),

it will automatically be bounded on 772, with norm less than or equal to the

minimum of the norms on the other two spaces. Can one say under what

conditions the boundedness of a Toeplitz operator on H2iwo) and on H2iw\)

implies its boundedness on H2ÍJwqW\) ?
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